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Critical scattering of polarized neutrons in the invar Fe65Ni35 alloy
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The magnetic phase transition in the invar Fe65Ni35 alloy has been investigated by small-angle polarized-
neutron scattering~SAPNS! along with both three-dimensional neutron depolarization and thermal-expansion
measurements. The data give evidence for a smeared phase transition. A spatial distribution in the Curie
temperatureTC is introduced to explain the experimental data. The localTC variations are described by the
standard deviation of the transition temperatureDTC and by the characteristic length of theTC variations,R0.
The deduced parameters are^TC&548560.5 K, DTC512.560.2 K, andR0'300 nm. The critical SAPNS

experiment was performed in a special inclined geometry (HW is inclined to the wave vectorkW ). Two different
contributions to the critical scattering were analyzed in the magnetic-field range~1–1000 G! and the tempera-
ture range (TC60.1TC) of interest. First, the two-spin-correlation function was studied. Second, the dynamical
three-spin-correlation function, or the so-called dynamical chirality of the system, was investigated by extract-
ing the asymmetric part of the polarization-dependent scattering. We distinguish two contributions in the chiral
scattering, which stem from the spin waves in the large magnetic inhomogeneities and from the three-spin-
correlation function of the critical fluctuations. The data are interpreted in terms of the static and dynamic
scaling theory accounting for the concept of localTC variations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.134417 PACS number~s!: 61.12.Ex, 75.40.2s, 75.50.Bb
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I. INTRODUCTION

The magnetic phase transition in disordered systems
recently attracted much attention. In the last decade the p
lem of a coexistence of two length scales for the fluctuati
of the order parameter above the phase-transition temp
ture TC was extensively studied1 and both large-scale fluc
tuations and critical fluctuations on a small length scale w
observed. In spite of the fact that observation of the ‘‘tw
scale’’ phenomenon had been made in pure materials,
appearance of the large-scale fluctuations is attributed to
order in the system.2 The mechanism of this phenomenon
not clarified yet. On the other hand, attempts have been m
to describe the experimental data in disordered systems u
a scaling theory with a Gaussian distribution for the tran
tion temperature.3–5 Recently it was suggested6,7 that the
presence of spatial variations inTC is closely related to the
enhancement of the large-scale fluctuations aboveTC .

In previous works8,9 we concluded from neutron depola
ization ~ND! and small-angle neutron-scattering~SANS!
measurements that two different length scales for the m
netic correlations coexist in invar FeNi alloys around t
mean critical temperaturêTC&. Using SANS it was shown
that the smaller length scale is attributed to the critical fl
tuations and that their shape is well described by a Lore
ian in reciprocal space. Using neutron depolarization m
larger magnetic inhomogeneities were found aboveTC .
Their shape could be roughly modeled by a squared Lor
zian. Recently, the presence of two length scales above^TC&
was interpreted as a consequence of the large-scale diso
which leads to local variations inTC .6,7,10 These localTC
variations are described by the average Curie tempera
^TC&, its spreadDTC , and the characteristic sizeR0 of the
0163-1829/2004/69~13!/134417~12!/$22.50 69 1344
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areas with differentTC . In Refs. 6, 7, and 10 a model wa
proposed to describe the influence of the large-scale diso
on the ferromagnetic transition. In general, the scaling the
of a second-order phase transition assumes only one le
scale, which determines the properties of the system nea
phase transition. This is the correlation length of the or
parameter describing the critical fluctuationsRc5at2n,
wheret5(T2TC)/TC is the reduced temperature,n.2/3 is
a critical exponent, anda is of the order of the lattice con
stant. When TC variations, characterized by t1

5DTC /^TC&, are relatively large, then they cause the a
pearance of another characteristic length scaleR0. The fer-
romagnetic transition can then have a complex~inhomoge-
neous! nature. We consider two limiting cases. When t
length scaleR0 is much smaller thanRc at t5t1, then the
thermal fluctuations average out the locally disordered
gions. This leads to the homogeneous scenario of the p
transition. In contrary, whenR0@Rc(t1), the thermal fluc-
tuations do not average out the local variations inTC that
leads to a percolative~or inhomogeneous! scenario for the
transition.6,7 In a previous study we used the thre
dimensional~3D! neutron depolarization technique to inve
tigate the large scale correlations near^TC& in an invar
Fe70Ni30 alloy doped with 0.7 at. % carbon.9 We interpreted
the data of the ND experiment in terms of an appearanc
large-scale magnetic inhomogeneities aboveTC . The char-
acteristic parameters derived for the ferromagnetic ph
transition of Fe70Ni30 are ^TC&5397 K, DTC54.5 K, and
R0'103 nm.

In the present paper we continue investigation of the f
romagnetic phase transition in the classical invar Fe65Ni35
alloy. This alloy shows similar features as the Fe75Ni25 and
Fe70Ni30 alloys, investigated in Refs. 8 and 9. The magne
©2004 The American Physical Society17-1
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zation and neutron depolarization were measured as a f
tion of temperature at different magnetic fields. We fitted
temperature dependence of the magnetization by a conv
tion of the distribution functionr(TC) and the scaling law
for the magnetization. The same analysis was performed
the data from ND measurements leading to additional res
on the scale parameter of the disorderR0. The deduced pa
rameters arê TC&548560.5 K, DTC512.560.2 K, and
R0'300 nm. We have complemented the data of the neu
depolarization with thermal-expansion~TE! measurements
These data show changes in the sample length near the
romagnetic transition caused by a strong spin lattice coup
in the vicinity of TC . The latter combined with concentratio
inhomogeneities in the alloy may be pointed as a poss
origin for the observedTC variations.

Furthermore, the paper is aimed to study the effect ofTC

variations on static and dynamic properties of the magn
system on the length scale of the critical fluctuations. For
reason small-angle polarized neutron-scattering~SAPNS! ex-
periments were performed in a magnetic fieldHW inclined to
the wave vectorkW . This geometry allows one to distinguis
three contributions to the critical scattering. First, the pa
correlation function, which is related to that part of the sc
tering which may be studied by non-polarized SANS. T
contribution does not depend on the polarization. Second
nuclear-magnetic cross correlation, or the interference, t
is attributed to the symmetric polarization-dependent par
the scattering. This contribution appears when fluctuation
the nuclear and magnetic contrasts occur at the samer ,t)
space. Third, the dynamical three-spin-correlation term c
tributes to the asymmetric polarization-dependent part
SAPNS. This term is a projection of the chiral spin fluctu
tions onto the sample magnetization and is known as a
namical chirality. One may extract and investigate this p
only if an inclined geometry is used.11–13 In this method one
measures the left-right asymmetry in the SAPNS pattern
originates from the interaction of the neutron spin with t
dynamic three-spin correlation. Later on this method w
extended to investigate the spin-wave dynamics
ferromagnets.14–16The pair spin-correlation function is stud
ied as a function of the temperature and the magnetic fiel
crossover to the strong-field regime in the critical tempe
ture range is observed. We distinguished and separated
contributions in the asymmetric scattering, which stem fr
the spin waves in the large magnetic inhomogeneities
from the three-spin-correlation function in the critical flu
tuations. The existence of spin waves is observed in the t
perature rangeTC2DTC,T,TC1DTC , where both ferro-
magnetic and paramagnetic regions coexist. The tempera
behavior of the spin-wave scattering intensity is found to
proportional to^S&T convoluted with the distribution func
tion r(TC) with ^S& as an average spin. Another contributio
to the inelastic scattering is that of the three-spin-correla
function. It depends linearly on the magnetic field and h
the sameq dependence as the pair correlation. This behav
is in agreement with the principle of the dynamical critic
factorization,17 which is known as Poliakov-Kadanoff
Wilson algebra.
13441
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The paper is organized in the following way. Section
gives a description of the magnetic phase transition wit
Gaussian distribution of the variations inTC . This section
contains the data of the three-dimensional analysis in
preted in terms of the concept ofTC variations. The data of
TE is added into the section for completeness. The result
the SAPNS measurements are given in Sec. III. There
show what information can be obtained from the SAPNS
the so-called inclined geometry. The temperature a
magnetic-field dependence of the different contributions
the SAPNS pattern are shown and the parameters extra
after the fitting procedure are discussed there. The theore
background describing SAPNS in inclined geometry is e
plained in the Appendix.

II. MAGNETIC PHASE TRANSITION WITH GAUSSIAN
DISTRIBUTION FOR THE TC VARIATIONS

A. The concept

We assume the presence of localTC variations in our
invar iron-nickel alloys.4,5,8,9As shown below, this assump
tion is confirmed by experimental data. Let us consider
presence ofTC variations with a Gaussian distribution:

r~TC!5
1

A2p~DTC!2
expS 2

~TC2^TC&!2

2DTC
2 D , ~1!

where^TC& is the average Curie temperature andDTC is its
spread. In accordance with Refs. 6, 7, and 10 the con
implies the introduction of a characteristic length scaleR0
corresponding to the correlation length of theTC variations.
Indeed, the Curie temperature is, by definition, a mac
scopic parameter of the material. The length scaleR0 for the
variations inTC , therefore, has to be much larger than t
correlation length of the critical fluctuationsRC . As was
shown in Refs. 6, 7, and 10, the relatively largeTC varia-
tions, t15DTC /^TC& combined with their large correlation
lengthR0, result in a ferromagnetic transition with a perc
lative ~inhomogeneous! rather than a homogeneous natu
Rigorously speaking, if the spatial variationR0 of TC is
larger than the correlation lengtha(^TC&/DTC)n, one should
take into account the spread ofTC . In other limiting case
R0,a(^TC&/DTC)n it has to be neglected.

The qualitative description of this percolative transitio
can be given as follows. The magnetic state of the system
the temperatures around^TC& can be described as ferroma
netic droplets in a paramagnetic matrix with critical fluctu
tions both in the ferromagnetic and paramagnetic regio
The heavily damped spin waves are enhanced in the fe
magnetic regions. These locally ordered magnetic regi
grow in the paramagnetic phase and tend to form a la
percolating cluster at̂TC&. In zero field abovê TC& the
direction of the magnetization in the ferromagnetic clust
is random, so that the average magnetization is equal to z
Nevertheless, in an applied magnetic field the magnetic m
ments of these locally ordered regions have to be align
Then a mean magnetic induction, composed of the magn
moments in the locally ordered clusters, appears as a
sponse to the external magnetic field.
7-2
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B. Method: Neutron depolarization

The three-dimensional neutron depolarization techni
gives the information on the average magnetic induction
the average size of the magnetic inhomogeneities/doma
In this technique the polarized-neutron beam is transmi
through the sample. The polarization of the neutron beamPW ,
changes after transmission. This change involves both a
cession of the polarization vector, due to the average m
netic induction in the samplêB(r )&, and a reduction of its
length, i.e., a decrease of the degree of polarization, du
fluctuations of the magnetic inductionDB(r )5B(r )2^B&.
The rotation anglef of the polarization vector around th
average magnetic induction̂B& can be expressed asf
5Ac^B&L, where L is the sample thickness,c52.15
31029l2 m24 T22, andl is the neutron wavelength. Thu
the magnetic induction̂B& can be directly derived from the
measured value of the rotation anglef. The reduction
in uPu ~depolarization! is related to the fluctuation
in the local magnetic inductionDB by (uPu/uP0u)
5exp@2acRd^(DB)2&L#, whereRd is the average size of th
large-scale magnetic inhomogeneities/domains/clusters,
a;1 is a constant depending on the mutual orientation
the initial polarizationP0, and the neutron wave vectork,
and ^B&.18–20 ProvidedDB is known, one can obtain th
average size of the magnetic inhomogeneitiesRd by measur-
ing the degree of the polarizationP/P0. It should be noticed
that the neutron depolarization strongly depends on the n
tron wavelengthl, which determines the sensitivity range
the measurements. Ifl50.1 nm, then for a typical sampl
thicknessL51 mm, we can expect 1% of depolarization f
magnetic inhomogeneities with a strength ofB51 kG and a
size ofRd5103 nm. If l51 nm, then the sensitivity of the
method increases by factor 100 and consequently the m
netic inhomogeneities ofRd'10 nm become visible.

In the same way as shown in Ref. 9 for Fe70Ni30 we use
the three-dimensional analysis of the neutron depolariza
to study the magnetic state of Fe65Ni35 as a function of the
temperature and the magnetic field. A plate with dimensi
4031031.0 mm3 was used as a sample, whereL51.0 mm
is the transmission length and the field was oriented al
the long axis, i.e., perpendicular to the beam. Thr
dimensional neutron depolarization experiments were p
formed on the instrument PANDA at IRI in Delft. A neutro
beam was monochromatized atl50.124 nm (Dl/l50.02)
and polarized with a degree of polarizationP050.94. The
sample was mounted into a furnace that could be regul
within 0.1 K for temperatures from 300 K up to 700 K. Th
applied magnetic field was changed in the range from 0 to
G. In order to extend the sensitivity of the method the de
larization data were also taken atl50.92 nm (Dl/l50.2)
on the instrument Vector at the WWR-M reactor at St Pete
burg Nuclear Physics Institute.21

C. Results: Neutron depolarization

The rotation anglef and the degree of polarization of th
transmitted neutron beamuP/P0u were measured as a func
tion of the temperature near^TC&'485 K at different values
13441
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of the applied magnetic field:H50,5,10,20,30,40,50 G. Fig
ure 1 shows the values off and uP/P0u as a function of the
field at different temperatures near the phase transition.
can be seen in Fig. 1, the magnetic moment of these loc
ordered regions tends to align in the applied magnetic fie
The magnetic induction̂B& grows rapidly withH and satu-
rates in a magnetic field of 40–50 G. In comparison,
depolarization shows a weak-field dependence only. Fr
this we conclude that the applied magnetic field is su
ciently strong to move the domain walls inside the ferroma
netic regions, but is weak in comparison with the anisotro
field. So, when a magnetic field of 50 G is applied, almost
magnetic clusters are oriented along the preferred local
isotropy axis through the whole critical temperature rang

The temperature dependence off at H550 G was ana-
lyzed using the Gaussian probability functionr(TC) for the
variations in the Curie temperatureTC with an average value
^TC& and with the standard deviationDTC @Eq. ~1!#. Further-
more, we suppose that the local magnetic induction ins
the inhomogeneities is described by the scaling l
B(T,TC)5Atb for T<TC with a reduced temperaturet
5(TC2T)/TC and a critical exponent ofb50.37 corre-
sponding to a pure ferromagnet. The rotation anglef(T) can
be expressed by the convolution ofB(T,TC) andr(TC):

f~T!5AcLE
T

`

r~TC!B~T,TC!dTC . ~2!

FIG. 1. The magnetic-field dependence of the polarization ro
tion anglef ~a! and the neutron polarizationuP/P0u ~b!.
7-3
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S. V. GRIGORIEVet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 134417 ~2004!
Figure 2 shows the experimental data of the rotation angl
an applied magnetic field of 50 G~closed squares! and the fit
to Eq. ~2! ~solid line!. The experimental data off(T) were
fitted by Eq. ~2! using the least-squares method. We fi
^TC&548560.5 K, DTC512.560.2 K, and A50.87
60.02 T.

The temperature dependence of the polarization of
transmitted beamuP/P0u is shown in Fig. 3~a! for H50 at a
wavelengthl50.124 nm and 0.92 nm. AtT@TC the polar-

FIG. 2. The temperature dependence of the measured and
rotation anglef with the corresponding distribution function o
TC .

FIG. 3. The temperature dependence of the neutron depola
tion uP/P0u at different values of the wavelengthl50.124 nm and
l50.92 nm~a! and the average size of the magnetic inhomoge
ities Rd ~b!.
13441
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ization of the transmitted beam is close to the incident po
izationP0. When during cooling the temperature approach
the transition region, the depolarization appears atT
'500 K. This demonstrates an increase of the magnetic
relation length and the magnetization inside magnetic in
mogeneities. According to the previous discussion the n
tron depolarization can be attributed to the appearance
magnetic inhomogeneities withB'102–103 G and a size of
about 102–104 nm.

As was discussed above, the signal ln(uP/P0u) scales with
l2. A different sensitivity of this method for a differen
wavelength is clearly seen in Fig. 3~a!. For l50.124 nm the
magnetic inhomogeneities atT.480 K are too small and
therefore invisible. AtT,480 K they are rather large an
partially depolarize the neutron beam. Forl50.92 nm the
neutron beam is fully depolarized forT,480 K and there-
fore the information on the magnetic inhomogeneities is lo
The polarizationuP/P0u changes drastically from 0 to 0.9 i
the temperature range from 480 K to 500 K showing t
presence of the magnetic inhomogeneities at this tempera
range.

The temperature dependence of the polarizationuP/P0u
may be also interpreted in terms of a Gaussian distributio
TC . In analogy with Eq.~2! the polarization can be ex
pressed as

uP~T!/P0u5expS 2cLRd~T!E
T

`

r~TC!B2~T,TC!dTCD .

~3!

To obtain the value of the sizeRd from the neutron depolar
ization data we take forr(TC) andB(T,TC) parameters de-
rived from the fit off(T). Figure 3~b! shows the derived
temperature dependence ofRd . The combined data taken a
different values of the neutron wavelength used to cover
large range of the depolarizing magnetic inhomogenei
from Rd'60 nm to 23103 nm. As seen from Fig. 3~b!, the
characteristic size of magnetic inhomogeneities grows w
decreasing temperature in the range fromT'500 K to 450
K. The sizeRd stays almost constant belowT5450 K. This
plot may be interpreted as a formation of domains with
stable size of the order of 1 –2mm below 450 K. The drastic
change in the size as a function ofT is related to a change in
the magnetic clusters at the magnetic phase transition.
find that atT'^TC& the correlation length of theTC varia-
tions amounts toRd(TC)'300 nm.

D. Thermal-expansion measurement

It is well known that the iron-nickel alloys were name
invars after the discovery of its anomalously small value
the thermal-expansion coefficient in a wide temperat
range. The correlation between spin and lattice systems
been established by a simple observation of the coincide
of the Curie temperature and the temperature where an
usual invar behavior starts to reveal itself. To investigate
invar properties of the sample we performed the TE m
surements of the relative length of the sample (DL/L) as a
function of the temperature@Fig. 4~a!#. The TE measure-

ted
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CRITICAL SCATTERING OF POLARIZED NEUTRONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 134417 ~2004!
ments were performed on a commercial Ba¨hr805 dilatom-
eter. The thermal-expansion coefficienta5(1/L)(dL/dT) is
shown in the same picture@Fig. 4~b!#. In order to illustrate
the temperature range, where the invar transition occurs
make a simple linear extrapolation of the relative leng
changeDL/L from the high- and from the low-temperatu
ranges@see Fig. 4~a!#. This rough extrapolation gives th
crossover temperature atT548362 K. This crossover tem-
perature is in good agreement with the Curie temperatur
TC5485 K obtained by the three-dimensional neutron de
larization measurements. The thermal-expansion coeffic
a exhibits drastic changes in the temperature range fromT
'470 to 530 K. BelowT5470 K the value ofa decreases
smoothly and it nearly vanishes at room temperature.
though such a behavior of the thermal-expansion coeffic
is in agreement with the textbooks~see, for example, Ref
22!, it is interesting to find a correspondence betwe
changes of the spin and lattice systems of invar nearTC . The
appearance of the magnetic phase is described by the p
ability function centered atT5485 K with half-width of
12.5 K. Thus the lower boundary of the magnetic transit
TL5485-12.5'470 K coincides with that of the change ofa
@Fig. 4~b!#. However, the upper boundary of the transiti
TUP5485112.5'500 K is 30 K lower than the temperatur
where a drop ina starts@Fig. 4~b!#. The change ina in the
temperature range from 500 to 530 K may be only attribu
to the appearance of the critical fluctuations of the magn
zation. Therefore we should conclude that the spin and lat

FIG. 4. The temperature dependence of the relative length o
sample (DL/L) ~a! and the thermal-expansion coefficienta
5(1/L)(dL/dT) ~b!.
13441
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systems are coupled not only in the ferromagnetic phase
low TC but also in the paramagnetic phase aboveTC inside
the magnetic critical region.

III. CRITICAL SCATTERING OF POLARIZED
NEUTRONS

A. Method and experiment

Small-angle neutron scattering is a powerful tool to inve
tigate the critical phenomena in ferromagnets. In general,
scattering cross section for polarized neutrons consists
four terms: nuclearsN , magneticsM , nuclear-magnetic in-
terferences I , and chiralsCH terms.23,24The first two terms
do not depend on the incident polarizationP0, while the last
two are proportional to it. The nuclear-magnetic interferen
scatterings I gives a symmetric scattering pattern with r
spect to the momentum transferredq. The last termsCH
gives rise to the appearance of the left-right asymmetry
scattering, being related to either static or dynamic25 chirality
of the magnetic structure. The three magnetic contributi
to the scattering (sM , s I , andsCH) may be distinguished
and studied in the experiments with polarized neutrons.

In the critical range near the magnetic phase transitionsN
is t independent and therefore it can be separated from
magnetic scatteringsM . In a case when the nuclear densi
fluctuations exist and correlate to the magnetic fluctuatio
the nuclear-magnetic interference contributions I occurs. Be-
cause the ferromagnets have no static helicoidal~chiral!
structure, the last termsCH arises in presence of a magnet
field as a dynamical contribution, giving the unique possib
ity to study the critical dynamics of the ferromagnets.11–13In
a system with a Gaussian distribution of the local Curie te
perature, the scattering from spin waves may be signific
even around the critical temperature. Although the s
waves are not well defined atT'TC , the spin-wave contri-
bution in the chiral dynamical channel should be accoun
for in Refs. 14–16. This contribution vanishes when the
plied magnetic fieldHW is parallel or perpendicular to th
incident beamkW . It is unequal to zero only when the mag
netic field is inclined to the beam, so-called inclined geo
etry, having its maximum at the inclination anglew545°. A
detailed description of the SAPNS in inclined geometry
the scattering on the critical fluctuations and on the s
waves is given in the Appendix.

The SANS experiments on the same sample, as descr
in Sec. II, were carried out at the SANS-2 scattering facil
of the FRG-1 research reactor in Geesthacht~Germany!. The
schematic outline of the experiment is given in Fig. 5.
beam of polarized neutrons with the initial polarizationP0
50.9, wavelengthl50.56 nm (Dl/l50.1), and diver-
gence 1.5 mrad was used. The scattered neutrons were
tected with a position-sensitive detector with 1283128 pix-
els within the range 731022<q<731021 nm21. The
scattering was measured in the temperature range fromT
5450 K to T5600 K. The external magnetic field of 7–7
mT was applied parallel to the sample long axis at an an
of w545°, with respect to the incident beam. The adiaba

e
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S. V. GRIGORIEVet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 134417 ~2004!
condition for the transmission of polarized neutrons was s
ficiently satisfied to obey the relationP0iH.

The SANS experiment in a lower magnetic field of 1
was performed on the multi-detector small-angle polariz
neutron scattering setup Vector at the WWR-M reactor in
Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute. The temperature de
dence of SANS intensity in the momentum-transfer range
331022<q<331021 nm21 was measured around th
transition with a temperature step of 1 K.

The method of the inclined geometry allows one to d
tinguish three contributions to the scattering. First, we se
rated the magnetic critical scattering from the nonmagn
contribution. Following the standard procedure we determ
the pure magnetic scattering by subtracting from the m
sured intensity the nonmagnetic background atT@TC , i.e.,
I m(q,T)5I (q,T)2I (q,600). The polarization-depende
part of the scattering, i.e.,DI (q)5I (P0 ,q)2I (2P0 ,q),
consists of two terms. One of them is the symmetric term.

FIG. 6. Three contributions to the magnetic critical scatter
measured atT.^TC& as a function ofq: the pure magnetic intensity
I m , the antisymmetric polarization-dependent part of the scatte
DI a , and the symmetric polarization-dependent part of the sca
ing DI s .

FIG. 5. The schematic outline of SAPNS experiment in the
clined geometry: P is the polarizer, F the spin flipper, S the sam
position, and D the two-dimensional position-sensitive detector.

magnetic fieldHW is inclined at anglew545° with respect to the

incident beamkW i in the (xz) plane.
13441
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separate this term from the asymmetric one, we take
difference of the measured intensitiesDI (q) and average it
over 2p at uqu5Aqx

21qy
2. As a consequence, the ant

symmetric part is averaged out and the symmetric part o
survives. It is attributed to the nuclear-magnetic interferen
s I . The asymmetry in the scattering is connected with
direction of the magnetic field. In a particular case ofHW
being in the (xz) plane~Fig. 5!, the asymmetry is most pro
nounced along thex component of the momentum transf
qx . Thus the asymmetric contribution was extracted by m
ing the difference of measured intensitiesI (6P0 ,6qx):

DI a~q!5 1
4 @ I ~P0 ,qx!2I ~2P0 ,qx!#

2 1
4 @ I ~P0 ,2qx!2I ~2P0 ,2qx!#. ~4!

All three contributions into the scattering are shown as
example in Fig. 6 forT.^TC&. Although the symmetric
polarization-dependent scatteringDI s is about two orders of
magnitude smaller than the pure magnetic scatteringI m , it is
still well distinguishable. The data on this interference sc
tering nearTC was published elsewhere.26

B. Results: The magnetic scattering

Figure 7~a! gives theq dependence of the magnetic inte
sity I m at different temperatures. It is well seen that as
temperature decreases, the magnetic SANS intensity

g
r-

-
le
e

FIG. 7. q dependence of the magnetic scattered intensityI m ~a!
andq2 dependence ofI m

21 ~b! at different temperatures nearTC .
7-6
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creases dramatically at lowq while it has a relatively smal
change at higherq values. This demonstrates an appeara
of critical fluctuations with a correlation length of about 1
nm in this temperature range. It is important to note that
growth in the intensity saturates with decreasing tempera
at T'485 K. The inverse intensityI m

21 is plotted in Fig. 7~b!
as a function ofq2 in order to verify validity of the Ornstein-
Zernike expression

I m~q!5
Zm

q21kc
2

, ~5!

wherekc5Rc
21 is the inverse correlation length. All data se

show the linear dependence ofI m
21 on q2.

The temperature dependence of parametersZm andkc
2 has

been obtained from a least-squares fit to the data with Eq~5!
convoluted with the apparatus resolution function with
spread of 331022 nm21. The correlation length of the criti
cal fluctuationsRc5k21 at different magnetic fieldH is pre-
sented in Fig. 8~a!. First, it increases as temperature d
creases atT.485 K and then becomes almost constant. T
value ofZm demonstrates a smooth growth with decreas
temperature and saturates atT'^TC&5485 K @Fig. 8~b!#. Zm
does not depend on the magnetic field. The correlation len
Rc does not appear to get infinitely large atT5TC .27,28This
may be caused by the resolution effect.

FIG. 8. The temperature dependence of the magnetic correla
lengthRc at magnetic fields of 1, 70, and 700 G~a!. The value of
Zm as a function of the temperature~b!.
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As seen in Fig. 8, the magnetic field strongly affects t
correlation lengthRC . At the same time parameterZm shows
no field dependence. At a relatively large field ofH
5700 G the temperature dependence ofRc tends to disap-
pear. The strong effect of the field onRc is more pronounced
as far as the temperature approachesTC from above in the
range t<DTC /TC'0.05, or within the range of theTC
variations. The decrease in the correlation lengthRc , in a
magnetic field, indicates the enhancement of homogeneit
the magnetically fluctuating system. It should be noticed t
the magnetic field of 10–1000 G does not produce any
isotropy in the intensity of quasielastic scattering in the pla
of 2D detector. We therefore used an average value of
intensity atuqu5Aqx

21qy
25const.

The effect of the magnetic field on the correlation leng
of the critical fluctuations can be understood in terms of
balance between energy of the magnetic fieldgmH and that
of the critical fluctuationsTC(ka0)Z, whereZ55/2 anda0 is
a lattice constant of order 0.1 nm~Refs. 29 and 30! ~see also
the Appendix!. For gmH@TC(k (H50)a0)Z, the correlation
length is renormalized as a function of the magnetic fie
k(H)a05(gmH/TC)1/Z. The high-field limit is obeyed for
all measured data points atT5483 K. Figure 9 shows the
field dependence of the correlation length atT5483 K. A fit
of the data gives Z52.6360.07 with a050.140
60.005 nm, which is very close to the theoretical value
Z55/2.

The observed renormalization ofkc(H) indicates that for
q<kc(H) the energy of the critical fluctuationsV
5TC(kHa0)5/2 is determined by the fieldH. While for q
>k(H) the energy is equal toVc5TC(qa0)5/2 and the mag-
netic field should be considered as a weak perturbation.

C. Results: The chiral scattering

In this section we show the data which can be attribu
to the antisymmetric part of the dynamic susceptibility. It
well known that the neutron magnetic scattering is det
mined by two-spin-correlation function, which is connect
to the imaginary part of the conventional spin susceptibil

on

FIG. 9. The magnetic-field dependence of the correlation len
Rc at T5483 K.
7-7
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S. V. GRIGORIEVet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 134417 ~2004!
In zero magnetic field it is a symmetric second-rank ten
and the neutron-scattering intensity does not depend on
neutron polarization. In magnetic field the antisymmet
part appears and if the field is along thez direction we have
^SxSy&Þ^SySx& and the cross section becomes dependen
P0. In weak field this antisymmetric part is proportional
the fieldH, and as the Zeeman interaction is a product oH
and the total spin (SR it is a three-spin-correlation
function.13,25 At T,TC for unidomain sample instead ofH
we have the total magnetization, and the spin-wave abs
tion and excitation are related to the components^S2S1&
and ^S1S2& of the susceptibility tensor, respectively, whe
S65Sx6 iSy ~see also the Appendix for details!.

The data below demonstrate how the spin excitation
T;TC transform into spin waves in the ferromagnetic sta
Figure 10 shows the asymmetric polarization-dependent
of the scatteringDI a . The central part of the picture is sha
owed by the beam stop. The shape of the patternDI (u)
changes with the temperature as shown forT,TC and for
T;TC . At T,TC one can clearly distinguish the feature
u;40–50 mrad. This feature is attributed to the cutoff an
in the neutron scattering from spin waves, which, accord
to Eq. ~A2! is given by uc

25u0
22gmBH/Dk2, where u0

5E/Dk2 and D is the spin-wave stiffness. AtT;TC , this
cutoff angle becomes hardly distinguishable, showing t
spin waves become heavily damped.

To provide a quantitative analysis for the data, it is co
venient to describe the asymmetric scattering in terms of
‘‘polarization’’

Pa~u!5DI a~u!/I m~u!, ~6!

where I m(u) is the magnetic scattering. The analytical e
pression forPa in case of critical fluctuations is given b
@Eq. ~A8!#

FIG. 10. The q dependence of the asymmetric part of t
SAPNSDI a for the magnetic field ofH5700 G atT5453 and 483
K. The arrows show features attributed to the cutoff angleuC in the
neutron scattering from spin waves.
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Pa5AP0

gmBH

E

k

k
sgn~u!sin 2w. ~7!

The expression is valid within the rangek,ku,qc , where
qc5a21@2E/(TCka)#2/3 is the inelastic characteristic mo
mentum for the critical fluctuation. It is about 1.5 nm21 in
our case. The remarkable features of this function are
following.

~1! It appears only when the inclination anglew between
the magnetic fieldHW and the incident beam directionkW is not
equal to 0 orp/2. Its appearance in this inclined geomet
implies the dynamical nature of the scattering.

~2! The function changes its sign for the positive a
negative values of the scattering angleu.

~3! It does not depend onu itself.
~4! It depends linearly on the value of the applied ma

netic fieldH.
~5! It vanishes for the nonpolarized neutrons (P050).
The expression for the chiral scattering from spin wav

is given as@Eq. ~A12!#

sch~u!52r 2^S&P0~T/E!~u0 /u!~u0
22u2!21/2sin 2w.

~8!

Here u0 is the cutoff angle for neutron scattering on sp
waves. We neglect an effect of the magnetic field sin
(gmbH)/E,331023!u0;5031023 in our experiment.
The features of this scattering are as follows:

~1! it appears only in inclined geometrywÞ0,p/2;
~2! it is an odd function of the scattering angleu;
~3! it is proportional to the magnetization̂S&; and
~4! it vanishes forP050.
The expression@Eq. ~8!# may be further simplified in the

approximation of a largeu0 ~or small spin-wave stiffness
D), which is rather well fulfilled in the vicinity ofTC . Thus
for (u/u0)2!1 and after normalization on the magnetic sc
tering, where we have assumed forI m(u)5Am

2 (ku)22, we
have

Pa~u!5^S&P0~T/E!u sin 2w. ~9!

Figure 11 shows typical examples of the polarizati
Pa(ku) as a function of~a! the magnetic field and~b! the
temperature. As seen from Fig. 11, the slope of the lin
dependence increases as the temperature decreases. T
perimental data forPa at ku.k have been fitted toPa

5Pa
01aku. The parameterPa

0 does not depend on the tem
perature and is found to be proportional to magnetic fi
~Fig. 12!. The parametera saturates quickly with the field
The saturation valueas decreases as the temperature
creases~Fig. 13!. The two parameters, describing the fun
tion Pa , differently depend on the temperature and magne
field. Thus, we conclude that the measured value ofPa con-
sists of two contributions: scattering from the spin waves
the large magnetic inhomogeneities, which align along
field at low H, and the scattering from the three-spin critic
correlations inside the critical region. The part of the fun
tion Pa (Pa

0), which is proportional toH, is attributed to the
three-spin correlations inside the critical fluctuations@Eq.
7-8
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~7!#. It is also supposed to beu independent, so thatDI a
;u22 as well as the pure magnetic scatteringI m;q22 in the
rangeKu.k. This behavior is in agreement with the prin
ciple of the dynamical critical factorization, which is know
as Poliakov-Kadanoff-Wilson algebra~see the Appendix and
Ref. 17!. The expression ofPa for the spin waves is no
proportional to the magnetic fieldH but rather to the magne
tization ^S&, which is saturated in a magnetic field of 100
This behavior is clearly demonstrated by the second con

FIG. 11. The polarizationPa(ku) in a magnetic field ofH
570 and 700 G atT5483 K ~a! and at a temperature ofT
5453, 483, and 503 K atH5700 G ~b!.

FIG. 12. The magnetic-field dependence ofPa
0 anda.
13441
i-

bution @a(ku)# to the experimental curvePa . Therefore one
may identifya with ^S&(T/E). As a result theT dependence
of as should be the same as for^S&T, when averaged ove
the spatial distribution of the large-scale inhomogeneiti
The corresponding curve in Fig. 13 shows the function

F~T!;TE
T

`

r~TC!M ~T,TC!dTC ,

with parameters forr(TC) taken asTC5485 K andDTC
520 K. Thus the existence of spin waves is observed in
temperature rangeTC2DTC,T,TC1DTC , where both
ferromagnetic and paramagnetic regions coexist. It should
noted that the width of the probability functionr(TC) for
this data set is larger than that for the neutron depolarizat
A possible reason for this may be the larger magnetic field
700 G applied in the former case compared with 50 G in
latter case.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The magnetic-phase transition in the invar Fe65Ni35 alloy
has been investigated. We have combined the results
small-angle polarized-neutron scattering with both thr
dimensional neutron depolarization and thermal-expans
measurements. The main results are as follows.

~1! It is interesting to combine two different correlatio
lengths obtained by ND and SANS methods. A relative
small length scaleRc ~with a Lorentzian shape!, which is
studied by SANS, is attributed to critical fluctuations. T
ND measurements also show the presence of large-scal
homogeneitiesRd with a ‘‘squared’’ Lorentzian shape.6 Fig-
ure 14 demonstrates the real coexistence of two characte
length scales in the temperature region around the ferrom
netic transition temperatureTC . Only the limitations of two
different methods do not allow one to observe them b
simultaneously in one method. SANS is restricted at l
values ofq by resolution at 0.01 nm21, therefore, it is insen-
sitive for a relatively large inhomogeneity, while the neutr
depolarization method is restricted by the sensitivity for
relatively small magnetic inhomogeneity, which is strong
connected with the neutron wavelength. It is also worthwh
to note that the ND method is practically insensitive to t
critical fluctuations with a Lorentzian shape.6

FIG. 13. The temperature dependence of the parameteraS . The
solid line is the fit to the data~see text!.
7-9
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S. V. GRIGORIEVet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 134417 ~2004!
~2! To interpret the neutron depolarization data we int
duce a spatial variation in the Curie temperatureTC , which
fluctuates around an average value^TC&.7 The local TC
variations are described by a standard deviation of the t
sition temperatureDTC and by the characteristic correlatio
length R0;Rd(^TC&). The deduced parameters are^TC&
548560.5 K, DTC512.560.2 K, andR0'33103 Å. The
important point of the description proposed above conce
the strength of the applied magnetic field, which is able
reveal the average magnetization of the sample. A w
magnetic field must be held in order to probe large-sc
inhomogeneities. Intuitively the condition is the following
the applied magnetic field is sufficiently strong to move t
domain walls inside the ferromagnetic regions, but is we
in comparison with the anisotropy field (v0^S&,gmbH
,K). Herev0 is the energy of dipole interaction~0.1 meV!
for this system andK is anisotropy constant. For the critica
range this condition is sufficiently fulfilled for the fiel
strength of 50–100 G. It is also important that the field do
not create new magnetic inhomogeneities in this system w
large magnetostriction and a strong spin-lattice coupling.

~3! The strong magnetoelastic coupling may result in
appearance of superparamagnetic regions aboveTC , which
are then transformed into the ferromagnetic cluste
inhomogeneities. The measured changes in the sample le
near the transition were interpreted in accordance with
concept of this variation inTC . Although the parameters fo
the distribution inTC obtained from the TE measuremen
are close to those derived from the ND measurements,
cannot be explained within the range ofTC variations and
requires the presence of critical fluctuations. Therefore,
conclude that the magnetic expansion of the sample, re
ing in the invar behavior, occurs also aboveTC inside the
critical fluctuations.

~4! The SAPNS measurements were performed in a m
netic fieldH using a special inclined geometry (H is inclined
to the wave vectork). Two contributions to the critical scat
tering were studied at different magnetic fields~10–1000 G!
for temperatures aroundTC . First, the pair spin-correlation

FIG. 14. The combined plot of the correlation lengthsRc for the
critical fluctuations andRd for theTC variations as a function of the
temperature.
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function was deduced with their amplitude and the corre
tion lengthRc(T,H). TC variations on correlation lengthRc
of the critical fluctuations lead to the fact thatRc does not
appear infinitely large atT5TC . The lengthRc is assumed
not to be unique and is averaged over theTC variations, so
that one can estimate a maximum value ofRc;at0

2n , where
t05DTC /^TC&. In spite of the fact that the phase transitio
is smeared byTC variations, the crossover to the strong-fie
regime in the critical temperature range is observed. Thus
temperature dependence ofRc tends to disappear in a larg
field limit. The correlation length is suppressed by the ma
netic field as Rc(H)5a0(gmH/TC)1/Z with a050.140
60.005 nm andZ52.6360.07, which is very close to the
theoretical value ofZ55/2.

~5! Another part of the critical scattering was investigat
by extracting the asymmetric part of the polarizatio
dependent scattering. This scattering appears only in incli
geometry and implies the dynamical~chiral! nature of the
scattering. We distinguish two contributions in the asymm
ric scattering, which stem from the spin waves in the la
magnetic inhomogeneities and from the three-spin corr
tions in the critical fluctuations. The picture of the critic
dynamical~chiral! scattering can be understood within th
framework of our model ofTC variations.
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APPENDIX: SAPNS IN THE ‘‘INCLINED’’ GEOMETRY

In the case of a disordered system withTC fluctuations
with a spread ofDTC around an average value^TC&, both
paramagnetic and ferromagnetic regions coexist within
temperature rangeTC2DTC,T,TC1DTC . In the para-
magnetic regions we have critical fluctuations, which are
scribed by the dynamical scaling. In the ferromagnetic
gions one should consider the spin-wave excitations.
present below the theoretical description of the polariz
neutron scattering for both parts following Refs. 13 and 2

The dynamical chiral scattering appears if the system
either in an external magnetic field or has a spontane
magnetization. In the former case of a weak magnetic fiel
is described by three-spin-correlation function. In the lat
case it is scattering caused by spin waves. For the sm
angle scattering the chiral cross section has the follow
form:13,25

sch~q,v!5~2rP0T/pv!~ q̂•ĥ!2 Im C~q,v!, ~A1!

whereĥ and q̂ are unit vectors along magnetic fieldH and
momentum transferq, respectively, andv is the energy
7-10
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CRITICAL SCATTERING OF POLARIZED NEUTRONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 134417 ~2004!
transfer. In this expression we have taken into account
both the dynamical chiralityC(q,v) and the neutron polar
ization P0 are directed along the field, andC5hC.

In our experimental device we integrate over all energ
of the scattering neutrons. According to Refs. 13 and 25
Im C(q,v) is an even function ofv and therefore the inte
grated chiral cross section should be zero, if there is
v-odd term in the factor (ĥ•q̂)2 @see Eq.~A1!#. Suchv-odd
term appears if the magnetic fieldH is inclined with respect
to the incident beam at the anglew ~Fig. 5!. As qx5ku and
qz5kv/(2E), wherek and E are the incident neutron mo
mentum and the incident energy, respectively, we have

~ q̂•ĥ!25
~2Eu!2 cos2 w1v2 sin2 w12Euv sin 2w

~2Eu!21v2
.

~A2!

Here the third term isv-odd and thev-integrated chiral
cross section is given by

sch~u!52r 2P0

T

pE2`

` dv2EuImC~q,v!

~2Eu!21v2
sin 2w. ~A3!

This integral can be evaluated in two limiting cases:~1!
critical paramagnetic region and~2! spin-wave region below
TC .

~a! Critical paramagnetic region. It is defined by the fol-
lowing conditions:T.Tc andq@k, wherek is the inverse
correlation length of the critical fluctuations defined ask
5tn/a, where t5uT2Tcu/Tc is a reduced temperature,n
'2/3 is the critical exponent of the correlation length, anda
is of the order of the lattice spacing.

In the scaling theory of phase transitions all physical va
ables have scaling dimensionalities, which determine
general form of the corresponding correlation function. F
example, the two-spin-correlation function has the form

G~q!5
1

~ka!22h
FS q

k D5
Z

a2~q21k2!
, ~A4!

where the right-hand Ornstein-Zernicke expression hold
h!1, as it is the case (h,0.1), and we will neglecth
below.

For the magnetic field we have the condition th
gmBH/Tc(ka)5/25 f is a dimensionless number. Iff !1 the
field is weak. Forf @1 we have the strong-field regime an
get k5(gmBH/Tc)

2/5, i.e., k becomest independent.
In a weak field the chiral scattering has to be proportio

to H. So its scaling dimensionality is determined by t
productG(q) f and we get

ImC~q,v!5
gmBH

Tc~ka!9/2
FFq

k
,

v

V~q!G , ~A5!

where V(q)5Tc(qa)5/2 is the characteristic energy of th
critical fluctuations with momentumq, which is valid for
ferromagnets in the exchange approximation.29,30
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The dynamical chirality is the three-spin-correlation fun
tion and it may be considered as a result of the scatterin
the critical fluctuation on the uniform magnetic field.25 From
this point of view it is clear that reallyC(q) is a function of
two momenta:q and a momentum of the fieldqH50. In Ref.
17 was formulated a principle of critical factorization, whic
is known as Polyakov-Kadanoff-Wilson Operator algebra
states that in any multispin-correlation function the dep
dence on the largest momentumq (q@k) appears as a facto
(q/k)2511/nF@v/V(q)#. In our case, puttingn'2/3 we get

ImC~q,v!5
gmBH

Tc~qa!7/2~ka!
FF v

V~q!G . ~A6!

In this expression we haveq5k@q21(v/2E)2#1/2. The de-
pendence ofq on v may be neglected in quasielastic cas
when the time, which neutron spends in the space regio
the order of 1/q, is much less than the characteristic time
the fluctuation with the same size\/V(q). The correspond-
ing condition has the form

q!qin5a21~2E/Tcka!2/3. ~A7!

In this case we can replaceq by kq and neglectv in the
denominator of Eq.~A3!. As a result the ratio of the chira
cross section to the conventional one, Eq.~A4!, is given by13

sch~u!

s~u!
5AP0

gmBH

E

k

k
sgn~u!sin 2w ~A8!

HereA is a constant of the order of unity. Experimentally th
expression was confirmed for critical scattering in iron.31

~b! Spin-wave region. The chiral vectorC(q,v) deter-
mines antisymmetric part of the spin susceptibility

xab5xab
(S)2 i eabgCg , ~A9!

where xab
(S) is the symmetric part of the susceptibility an

eabg is the antisymmetric unit pseudotensor. Then us
standard spin-wave theory32 and taking into account tha
spins are aligned against magnetization we get

Im C~q,v!52~p^S&/2!@d~v2eq!1d~v1eq!#,
~A10!

where ^S&.0 is the average lattice spin andeq5gmBH
1Dq2 is the spin-wave energy. Substituting this express
into Eq. ~A3! we obtain after some calculations

sch~u!52r 2^S&sin 2wP0

T

E

uu0

~u0
22u22gmbH/Dk2!1/2

3
u0

22~gmbH/2Dk2!

u0
2u21~gmbH/2Dk2!2

, ~A11!

whereu05E/Dk2. At H50 we get
7-11
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sch~u!52r2^S&P0~T/E!~u0/u!~u0
22u2!21/2sin 2w. ~A12!

For a complete analysis we need also the expression
the conventional spin-wave cross section. We give it forw
545° only. In this case we have
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